## CUSTOM RS EXTENSION GRADE WIRE
- **CALIBRATION**: R/S
- **WIRE AWG**: 16
- **WIRE INSULATION**: Stainless Steel Overbraid, Glass on Glass
- **WIRE LENGTH**: 1000 FT on Spool

### OSK5020
- $85 each
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## 2-CONDUCTOR RTD WIRE WITH TINNED COPPER TWISTED OVER CONDUCTORS
- **WIRE AWG**: 24
- **WIRE INSULATION**: PFA
- **SPECIAL OPTIONS**: Tinned Copper Overbraid

### OSK3172
- $492/1000' Spool
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## CUSTOM RS EXTENSION GRADE WIRE
- **CALIBRATION**: R/S
- **WIRE AWG**: 16
- **WIRE INSULATION**: Glass on Glass Braid
- **WIRE LENGTH**: 330 FT on Spool

### OSK4119
- $85 each
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## 4-CONDUCTOR RTD OF STRANDED SILVER WIRE
- **WIRE AWG**: 22
- **WIRE INSULATION**: White Glass Overbraid and Binder
- **WIRE LENGTH**: 1000 FT on Spool

### OSK3173
- $660/1000' Spool
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## 8-CONDUCTOR RTD WIRE WITH TINNED COPPER TWISTED OVER CONDUCTORS
- **WIRE AWG**: 26
- **WIRE INSULATION**: PFA
- **WIRE LENGTH**: Any

### OSK5193
- $1390/1000' Spool
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## E-GLASS INSULATED WIRE WITH ALUMEL LEGS ONLY
- **WIRE AWG**: 30
- **WIRE INSULATION**: E-Glass (Glass Over Glass)
- **WIRE LENGTH**: Any
- **SPECIAL OPTIONS**: Alumel Legs Only (No Chrome)

### OSK1605
- $240/1000' Spool
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## TINNED COPPER SOLID WIRE WITH WHITE GLASS OVERBRAID AND BINDER
- **WIRE AWG**: 22
- **WIRE INSULATION**: White Glass Overbraid and Binder
- **WIRE LENGTH**: 1000 FT on Spool

### OSK50291
- $134 each
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---

## PFA INSULATED TYPE K OVERBRAIDED WIRE
- **CALIBRATION**: K
- **WIRE AWG**: 24
- **SPECIAL OPTIONS**: PFA on PFA Over Overall

### OSK4602
- $705/1000' Spool
- Plus One-Time Set-Up Charge

---
6 PAIRS OF GLASS OVER GLASS INSULATED WIRE WITH SB BRAID
- CALIBRATION: K
- SHEATH LENGTH: 200' FT
- WIRE AWG: 20
- WIRE LENGTH: 200' FT
- WIRE INSULATION: GLASS

SINGLE CONDUCTOR CLAD
- SHEATH DIA.: 1/8''
- SHEATH LENGTH: 100'

0.020 DIAMETER CLAD, 0.0015 DIAMETER WIRES
- SHEATH DIA.: 0.020''
- wire DIA.: 0.0015''
- TERMINATION: STRIPPED LEADS

MULTIPAIR CABLE OF 6 PAIRS OF TYPE K TC WIRE
- CALIBRATION: K
- SHEATH LENGTH: 30 FT
- WIRE AWG: 24
- WIRE LENGTH: ANY
- WIRE INSULATION: GLASS OVER GLASS
- SPECIAL OPTIONS: STAINLESS STEEL OVERBRAID

MULTIPAIR CABLE OF TYPE K TC WIRE
- CALIBRATION: K
- SHEATH LENGTH: 375 FT
- WIRE AWG: 20
- WIRE LENGTH: ANY
- WIRE INSULATION: GLASS OVER GLASS
- SPECIAL OPTIONS: STAINLESS STEEL OVERBRAID

SLE MULTIPAIR WIRE
- CALIBRATION: T
- WIRE LENGTH: 500 FT
- WIRE AWG: 24 STRANDED
- WIRE INSULATION: PFA ON PFA
- SPECIAL OPTIONS: 12 TC WIRE PAIRS

MULTIPAIR CABLE OF 6 PAIRS OF TYPE K TC WIRE
- CALIBRATION: K
- SHEATH LENGTH: 30 FT
- WIRE AWG: 24
- WIRE LENGTH: ANY
- WIRE INSULATION: GLASS OVER GLASS
- SPECIAL OPTIONS: STAINLESS STEEL OVERBRAID

4-CONDUCTOR RTD WIRE WITH TINNED COPPER TWISTED OVER CONDUCTORS
- WIRE AWG: 24 STRANDED
- WIRE INSULATION: PFA
- WIRE LENGTH: ANY
- WIRE INSULATION: TINNED COPPER OVERBRAID

MULTIPAIR CABLE OF TYPE K TC WIRE
- CALIBRATION: K
- SHEATH LENGTH: 375 FT
- WIRE AWG: 20
- WIRE LENGTH: ANY
- WIRE INSULATION: GLASS OVER GLASS
- SPECIAL OPTIONS: STAINLESS STEEL OVERBRAID

36 AWG WIRE WITH OVERALL DIMENSIONS
- CALIBRATION: K
- SHEATH LENGTH: 30 FT
- WIRE AWG: 36
- WIRE INSULATION: PFA ON PFA
- WIRE LENGTH: ANY

WIRE (cont’d)